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SruRmuy-When
a fluid ilowe through a vessel at a constant rate, elther “ pi&m-flow ” or perfeet
mi#ng~ueuallyaummed.
~~prpctioemsnyeystaMch,ndconiormtoeitheroftbeseaswmptionn,
80 that calculatione baeed on them may be inaccurate. It ia explained how dletributlon-funetionn for
residence-times can be defined and meaeured for actual eyeterns. Open and paeked tuber are dimumed
88 8yutemi3 about whleh predictions can be made. The use of the distrlbutionfmmtions la llhretmted by
ehowing how they can be ueed to calaulate the elllciencies of reactma and blenders. It la &own how
modele may he ueed to predict the dietrlbution of residence-time8 in large eystemu.
Rdaum4-Quand,
dane un Aipient, on introdult, B viteaee con&ante, un fluide don&, on suppose
g&&&ment
eoit un melange porfalt, soft un *‘ &oulement frontal parfait.‘* En pratlque, de nombreux
eyet&nee e%cartent de l’une ou I’autn de tea hypoth&es simpliilcatrlcea et Ien ealeuls qui en resultant
sent plusou moinalnexacts. L’auteur expose,pour dea tystimee r&h, comment l’on peut d&lnir et mesurer
dm fox&ions de distribution pour la ” d&e de a4jour “: ceci peut s’appllquer B dea tuber vider ou munis
de gamlmages. Par emploi de tea fox&ions de distribution, l’auteur montre comment on peut calculer
l’eiflcaciti dee r&icteura ou de8 m&bngeum. Des modeler peuvent etre utili& pour pr4voir la Apart&ion
des “ d&es de &jour ” dana dea systemen de grandw dimemione.

flowing through a fluid&d catalytic reactor or blast
furnace. It is of some importance to investigate the
discrepancies between the assumed and actual
behaviour of such systems, and where necessary to
allow for them in making calculations.
This paper
is intended to clarify some of the problems presented
by steady-flow systems, and to show how their
behaviour can be investigated and quantitatively
specified. Some of the concepts and mathematical
expressions which appear below have aheady been
used by GILLILAND and MASON [8], [9] in the course
of a study of flow through fluidised beds.

When a stream of material flows steadily through a
vessel such as a pipe or a tank, in which it takes part
in some process such as chemical reaction, heat- or
mass-transfer, or simple mixing, it is usual to make
use of one of the following assumptions for the purposes of calculation :
(a) The fluid in the vessel is completely mixed, so
that its properties are uniform and identical with
those of the outgoing stream.
This assumption is
frequently made the basis of calculations on stirred
reactors or blenders.
(b) Elements of fluid which enter the vessel at the
same moment move through it with constant and
equal velocity on parallel paths, and leave at the
same moment. This type of behaviour will be referred
to as “ piston flow,” and is normally assumed when
considering flow through heat-e-x&angers, catalytic
reactors, packed towers, chromatographic columns,
etc.
It is clear that there are many cases in whichI
neither type of flow corresponds exactly to the facts for instance, fluid in laminar flow in a pipe, or gas

F-DIAORAMS

AND

AOE-DISTRIBUTION

FUNCTIONY

The volume of the vessel occupied by the fluid is
V, and the volumetric rate of inflow and outflow of
fluid is assumed constant and equal to v. Suppose
some property of the Mowing fluid undergoes a
sudden change from one steady value to another;
for instance, let the colour change from white to
red. Call the fraction of red material in the outflow
at time B later be F (8). The plot of F (8) vs. v 8/V
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(a) Pi&on flow;
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will be called an “ F-diagram.”
Figs. 1 (a)-(d) show
F-diagrams for some representative types of system.
Perfect piston flow (1 (a)) will never occur with
Newtonian fluids ; there will always be some longitudinal mixing, due to viscous effects and molecular
1 (b) illustrates the departure from
or eddy-diffusion.
piston tlow caused by restricted longitudinal mixing.
1 (c) is the diagram for perfect mixing ; the equation
of the cqe
is easily shown to be :
F(8)

F-diegrams.

(b) Piston flow with
some longitudinal mixii;

= 1 -t+l”.

(1)

(c) Complete mixing;

of the material in the system having at any instant
ages between 6 and (0 + de) is I ( fl) de. The fraction
of the IZlaterial having ages between 8 and (0 + de)
at the moment of leaving the system is E (0) de. I
and E may be called the internal and exit agedistribution functions respectively. The relationship
between E, I and F can be shown by imagining the
ingoing stream, as before, to change from white to
red at time 8 = 0. At a time B later the balance
sheet for the red material is :
Entered

It cuts the ordinate vt?/V = 1 at (1 -

i),

(a) Dead water.

:

ve.

and its

initial slope is unity. 1 (d) shows a diagram of the
type to be expected when there is a good deal of
“ dead water ” in the system ; a considerable fraction
of the fluid is trapped in eddies, and spends much
more than the average length of time in the vessel,
while most of the flow takes place through a restricted
channel.
The F-diagram of a system is easy to obtain (for
instance, by injecting tracer materials into the entering
stream), and its shape will clearly give a good deal
of information about the behaviour of the fluid
flowing through the vessel. As will be shown later,
much of this information can be summa&d
by two
numbers which can be derived from the F-diagram.
The diagram also enables certain calculations to be
made concerning the performance of the system when
used, for instance, as a blender or reactor.
The shape of the F-diagram depends on the relative
times taken by various portions of the fluid to flow
through the vessel, or in other words, on the distribuThose elements of the
tion of residence-times.
material in the vessel which have been in it for a
time 0 are said to have an “age” 8, and the fraction

e
Still in system :

v

I(e,)del.
I
0
0

Left system

:

v

ss
IT-0

B”

E (el) de’ de”.
P-0

(The last follows because the rate of outflow of red
material at any time 8” after the change of colour
8”
is v

Thus the conservation

E (0’) de’).

s

equation

0

for red material is

ve
- =
V

8

e
I(e,)del

8”

E (13’)d13’d8”.

+f

(2)

ss

s

P-0

0

P-0

Also, the total fraction F (0) of red material in the
outflow at time e is
8
F (0) =

E (0’) dB’.
s

0

(8)

Differentiating
e
l-

(2) with respect. to 13:
(7)
(4)

E(8’)de’=$r(e),
I

so that the area under every C-diagram is equal to
unity.
It has been assumed in the foregoing that the
forms of the functions Z and E do not vary with
1 -F(B)
+I.
time. In fact, however, instability of flow may lead
Equation (4) gives the relationship between E (e) and to fluctuations in the internal and esit age-distribuZ (O), while equation (5) shows how the latter function tions, and cause observed values of F (e) to oscillate
can be determined from the F-diagram.
about some smooth curve of the kind shown in Fig. 1.
The same information can be obtained in a some- These fluctuations will generally be random in nature,
what different way, which may prove more convenient
and by making a number of determinations of the
under some circumstances.
Suppose a quantity Q F-diagmm and sveraging, the mean form of the
of some substance (a radioactive tracer might be diagram can be obtained.
The problems raised by
chosen for ease, of estimation) is injected into the such fuctuations
will be considered on another
entering stream virtually instantaneously - that is, occasion ; for the moment attention will be confined
within a period very’ short compared to V/v. As to cases where they may be ignored.
0

and hence from equation (2) :

ye/vIfIg. 2.
((1) Piston flow

C-diagrau~y.

(6) Piston flow with
some longitudinal mixing

before, samples are taken at various times 0 after
the injection ; the concentration of the injected
material in the exit stream at time 8 is C (8). Then
it can be shown, by methods similar to those used
above, that

(c) Completemixing

(d) Dead water.

It will be noted that

and

(6)
Plots

of

!cfl

Q

vs

‘7’

”

which

mav”

be

called

C-diagrams, are shown in Fig. 2 for the systems
whose F-diagrams are given in Fig. 1. Note that

CD
s

E(e) dtI = 1

(9)

0

(because the integrals in equations (8) and (9) represent the total fractions of material, in the vessel
and ‘at the esit respectively, having age? between
,.

0 and co - namely, all the material in each case).

HOLD-BACKAND

Equation (8) implies that the area between the curve
F (0) vs. ve/V and the line F (8) = 1 ,ie equal to
unity.
It can be seen immediitely that the two
shaded areas are equal in Fig. 8 whatever the shape.
of the curve,
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SEGREGATION

The systems illustrated in Figs. 1 (a)-(d) show in
progressively greater degree a quality which will be
called “ hold-back.”
In a system which displays
hold-back, some elements of fluid spend more, others
less, than the average time, V/v, in the vessel. In a
system with piston-flow (1 (a)), them is no holdback. Quantitatively, the magnitude of the hold-back
will be denoted by If, and can be conveniently defined
as the area under the P-diagram between no/V = 0
and ve/V = 1 (mea A in Fig. 8) :
V

H =$[F(e)de.
B-0

0

The

vie/v
Fig. 8.

average age

B# of the material leaving the

vessel is always V/v.

This can be shown as follows t

OI
g-.-p

e. E

(8) de.

(W

I

Hence, from equation (8)

It can bc seen that from Fig, 8 that the last integral
is equal to 1.
The average age of the material in the system at
any time is &, where
co
Pp
&=

s

e . I (e) de = i

1

,e{r

- F (e)}d8.

(~3)

0

0

Integrating by parts we have
1

e;-Fv

s

Bad F(0).

(18)

F-O

The integral in (1%)or (IS) can be evaluated graphically with the help d the F-diagram.
4

H varies from 0 for piston-flow to values approaching
1 when most of the space in the vessel is dead water.
For the completely mixed vessel (Fig, 1 (c)), tl = l/e.
The magnitude of H is a measure of the deviation from
piston-flow. Its significance is most easily visualised
as follows : if the colour of the Mowing stream
changes suddenly from white to red, H is equal to
the fraction of the vessel which will still be occupied
by white fluid a&er a volume of red fluid equal to
the volume of the vessel has #owed in.
The holdback is d importance in connection with
chemical reactors and the successive flow of fluids
through pipes and other vessels. In the former case
it will usually be true to say that if the reactants are
adequately mixed before or shortly after entering the
vessel, the output of the reactor will be greatest when
the hold-back is least (although the reverse may be
true for autocatalytic reactions). A high hold-back
means that much of the volume of the reactor is
occupied by material whieh has already undergone
reaction, while much reactant passes rapidly through
the vessel by a “ short-circuit ” route. The magnitude
of the hold-back gives only a general idea of the
behaviour of the system, however ; the whole Fdiagram (and possibly other information) is needed
if the actual performance of Lthe reactor is to be
This subject is discussed in a later
calculated.
section.
An indication of the efficiency of mixing in a system
can be given by a single quantity, S, which will be
called the ‘( segregation,” and can be derived from
the F-diagram d follows. If one superimposes the

The segregatim
is then given the negative value.
- A, to indicate the natum of the -&partur& from
?erfcct mixing. In a ease sueb as that iflttstrM.Cd in
Fig. I (b), the two curves may cut twice, as indicated
:n Fig. 8.

F-diagrams for a perfectly-mixed
system (equation
(1)) and for an imperfectly mixed system such as that
represented in Fig. 1 (b), the result wifl be similnr
to Fig. 4.

ve/vFig. 6.

In such cases A, + A, = A,, and the segregation
is equal to - A,
S varies from + l/e for pistonflow to v&es
approaching - 1 when most of the
space in the system is dead water.
The sense in which the word “ mixing ” has been
used here should be clearly understood.
We are not
concerned with homogeneity,
but with the w
distribution of material in the vessel and in the out&
going stream.
If these distributions are the same,
the system is said to be perfectly mixed, although
there might, in the experiment
described, be a
perceptible non-uniformity
of &our.
On the other
hand, when a fluid flows through a pipe with a high
degree of turbulence, the segregation as defined above
may approach that for piston-flow, although mixing
in directions at right-angles to the axis of flow may
be very efficient, ensuring that at any given moment
the composition will be uniform across each crosssection and ln the outflowing fluid.
As poiuted out by GILLUND
and MASON
[Q],
although the F-diagram for a fluid&l
bed may be
quite close to that for perfect mixing, other teats
show that longitudinal mixing is in fact not very
efficient, and moreover a considerable proportion of
the gas passes through the bed in the form of bubbles.
Under some circumstances, when the ffuid concerned
is a gas, molecular diffusion between neighbouring

The degree of departure of the system from perfect
mixing will be indicated by the sic of the shaded
area &+A,).
EFawe~ur~ since the iueahetwefm
each curve, and the line F (0) = 1 is the same, the
two shaded regions have the same area (A, =I A,).
It is thus convenient to define the segregation S
quantitatively
as the area A, between the F-diagram
of the system and the curve F (8) = 1 - &I”,
up
to the point (at 8 = 7’) where the curves cross ; it
is thus equal to half the total shaded area.
When there is dead water in the system the positions
of the curves may be inverted, as in Fig. 5.
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elements of fluid may play a material part in determining the sh@e of the jr,diagram.
In liquids, however, diffusion coefficients. are so small that only
hydrodynamic effects will usually be of significance.
FLOW TIIHOITGHBEDS OF SOLIDS
A very large number of chemical engineering operations involve the “flow of a fluid through beds of
Calculations are usually
stationary solid particles.
based on the assumption that piston-type ilow occurs
This is certainly not exactly true,
in such systems.
Many
since longitudinal mixing must take place.
cases, however, are probably amenable to the mathematical treatment which follows.

Continuous flow systems

element of fluid will travel at the same average
velocity, and will experience fluctuations of the same
sverage magnitude and frequency. It is clear that the
ordinary “ random walk ” theory [lo]can be applied
to such behaviour ; the result will be redistribution
of red and white material according to the laws of
diffusion.
That is, if c is the mean concentration
(volume fraetion) of red material at a plane x at
time e,

(15)
D is a ” diffusivity ” which must be determined
depend on the
empirically ; it will presumably
viscosity, density and velocity of the liquid, and on
the size and shape of the packing.
The following
boundary conditions will represent the facts with
sufficient precision under many circumstances :
c=~,m>o,

e=0

C=I,X<O,
c=o,x=~,
c=l,~=-a,

e=o
e>o
e>o

.

(16)

I

(The above ‘conditions hold if the concentration of
white material at the entry falls virtually to zero at a
Consider a packed tubular vessel of length L, time very much less than L/u. It can be shown that
this will occur if 4D/Lu 4 1 - that is, provided
through which fluid flows with a mean axial velocity
mixing ,is not too effective or the tube too short).
u; At time 8 = 0 the colour of the fluid changes
Under these conditions the solution to (15)is
from white to red. Now if the flow were of piston-type,
the plane boundary between red and white would
(17)
move down the tube with velocity ,u. We shall
denote this imaginary plane by o = 0 and use it as
the origin of a frame of reference moving down the
numerical
tube with uniform velocity u, so that at time 0 the (where erf
Fii.

7.

c=i[l--f(&)]

plane x = 0 is distant u6 from the entry, and the
z-coordinates of th? ends of the tube are ( - ~9) and
(See Fig. 7).
(L - u0) respectively.
The longitudinal velocity of any element of fluid
relative to the plane x = 0 will fluctuate irregularly.
At times the element will be close to a solid surface,
and viscous forces will slow it down, while at’ other
times it will be near the centre of a channel and
moving at a velocity greater than the mean ; part
of the time may be spent in regions of turbulence
where the element will undergo rapid and irregular
fluctuations
in velocity.
If the packing is quite
randomly arranged, without any channelling, each

values may be found
Fig. 8). Hence

aF(e)
and since u/V
the vessel) :
zP(B)

=l

in tables

-erf

L.--e

( -1’

= u/L ( V being the void volume

-1

-erf

’ -~~vD
9=---

.

-.- 1
v Lu

will thus be determined

in

(18)

zl/oe

2
The F-diagram

and are shown

entirely

of

(19)

by
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: Continuous

the value of D/Lu.
It will have the general shape
shown in Figs. 1 (b) and 9.
If we let
erf(a) = 1 -2F
PO)
equation (19) becomes, on rearrangement,
i

--ve/v

+e/v

=2

D
Lu *

F

(21)

(Values of z corresponding to given values of F can
be found with the help of Fig. 8).

The hold-back in the system is equal to l/DV/m,.
NrqDL/a.
Fig. 9 shows the F-diagram obtained when water
lowed through a bed of #-in. Raschig rings (tube
liameter 4.8 cm ; L = 140 cm ; fractional free volume
The curve
8.62; volumetric flow-rate 4.5 cc/set).
alculated from equation (19) with D/Lu = 0.018 is
ompared with the experimental points and shown
0 agree well.

f

0

Flg.

Erf(a)

e-@dy
= 2
dm s
0

For a given flow-rate and depth of packing, thr
left-hand side of equation (21) should be constant ii
However
the diffusion equation (15) is obeyed.
equation (21) is not very suitable for testing the
diffusion hypothesis or for determining the value o
D since the expression on the left-hand side is ver!
sensitive to small errors in F over the range of greates
importance. The value of D is probably more easil;
determined from the slope of the F-diagram a
ve/V = 1. Differentiating (19) with respect to v0/1
and putting vt?/V = 1, we find

---

9.

column

a
Fig. 8.

I

ye/v
-
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39
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flow systems

(22

D/Lu can be calculated from this expression, th
F-diagram calculated from equation (IQ), and th
results compared with the experimental curve.
I
should, of course, be independent of L for a given u..

F-diagram calculM.etifor flaw through
compared

with experimental

packed

points.

The liquid running over the packing in an absorption
ower is presumably subject to the same kind of
nixing, although channelling may prevent equation
15) from being very closely obeyed. The quantity V
n this case is equal to the total liquid hold-up.
The effect of longitudinal mixing on the performance
bf tubular reactors is discussed later.
FLOW

IN PIPES

Hold-back will always arise when a true fluid flows
through a pipe. In the first place, there is a variation
in velocity from the axis to the wall of the pipe, so
that the central “core” of fluid moves with a velocity
greater than the mean, while the fluid near the wall
lags behind. This effect will be most marked when
flow is laminar; in turbulent flow the velocity is
more uniform across the pipe, and the hold-back is
less, although eddy-diffusion contributes to the
longitudinal mixing. In some circumstances molecular
diffusion may also contribute appreciably. to the
hold-back, It will be convenient to discuss laminar
and turbulent flow separately.

P. v. IhNm

: tintiawus

When viscous liquids such as heavy petroleum oil
or rayon dope are pumped through pipes the flow
maybelaminar.
Iftheflowiachanged,say,from
one type of petroleum to another, or from normal to
pigme&&
dope, the mean composition of the liquid
leaving the pipe will uhange only g&ually
from one
purecomponenttotheother,andalaigevol~of
mixed liquid will be discharged. If certain simplifying
assumptions are made, the form of the F-diagram
is easily calculated.
(Similar calculations have been
made by BCMWORTH&I, and by FOWLEDand BROWN

Bow eyltermr

1

I

f
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In the first place, entrance-effects will be ignored
(as in the derivation of Poiseuille’s formula), and the
liquid will be assumed to be everywhere in unaccelerated laminar flow with a parabolic velocity-distribution ; provided the ratio of the length to the
diameter of the pipe is sufficiently large (> 046 De)
entrance effects will in fact be unimportant.
Secondly,
it will be assumed that the two liquids have the
same density and viscosity, and behave as Newtonian
fluids. Thirdly, molecular diffusion will be ignored.
If G is the mean velocity and u the velocity at a
distance r from the axis of a pipe of radius R, we
have the well-known relationship

f&=28(1-

Fii.

4I_

0

Pig. 11.

l’he resulting F-diagram is shown in Fig. 11.Itashape
s independent of the length and diameter of the pipe,
mndof the viscosity and velocity of the fluid, (provided
If course that flow is laminar). The hold-back is i.
BOSWORTH[2] has cakulated the effect of molecular
liffuaion on systems of this kind (his F, is equivalent
;o the present author’s E (d)). He shows that it can
>e ignored providing the following conditions are
Milled :
R > 1wD,

P
.
I?)

L>65

IO.

F(B) =I
x

l-pa[

;).2ndr,

x lO’D,,,/g

I ’

where 0, is the molecular diffusivity), and points
nit that in the case of gases turbulence usually occurs
while R is too smsll for the first condition to be
&i&d.
With liquids, however, which have much
tigher Schmidt numbers @/pD_), there may be a
xmsiderabk range of p@e-diarneten, for which flow
s laminar and the first condition is also sati&eal.
BOSWORTI~[8]hasaho derived exprwsions for E (6)
IF, in his nomenclatuk)
for turbulent flow in pipes,
starting from simplified expressions for the values of
:he axial veloeity and eddy-diffusivity
at various
listances from the pipe wall. The following expression
‘or F (8) can be derived from BOSWORTB’S formula :

The follow-up liquid will thus Arst appear at the
exit of a pipe of length L after a time L/2G ; after a
greater time, 0, the situation will be as shown in
Fig. 10,with a core of follow-up liquid of diameter
2R +I - L/~w? at the exit. Allowing for the variation of velocity from the centre to the edge of the
core, the fraction of follow-up liquid in the stream
leaving the pipe is seen to be

F(e) =-&+(1-

?
1
WVF-disgmm for vimu9 flow in pipe.
(

(24)

b
H

1

-_a*~

5/3-.

an

(! - %$fn
- f j9)

-/3(2n+l)

cP-iota)],
f

(26)

i
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fiow rysbmnll

legree of longitudinal mixing than is actually obrerved, and also that it fails to predict the marked
:ffect of velocity of flow on the F-diagram for a
Iiven pipe.

-mn~+ (-;+++y)

I

x (1 -Pa
x-

( )
2n

-BW+l)

2n - 1

/3 3

(t1 -

I&= 7,2,m
94.s

(

x

&+A)]

1)s R/O.82 rrL,
< Re ( 100,000,

8, R4? > 100,000,

R being the radius and L the length of the pipe.

1

Re Fig. 13. Experirnentul (A) md calcuhted

I

f

V Iv

/!
6

1

1

WV -

Fig. 12. Experimental (A) and cakuMed

(B) F-diagrams.

Water in circular tube, Re = 6940, R/L = B-3 x 101.

Comparison can be made with the experimental
results of F~WLER and BROWN [7]. Fig. 12 shows an
experimental
F-diagram
compared with that calIn Fig. 18 a
culated from BOSWOHTH’Sformula.
comparison is made between calculated and observed
values
numbers

of

; (434 -

8,,,)

for

various

Reynolds

in a given pipe (i.e. F has the value O-8
at Q8, and the value O-2 at &,.a). It will be seen
that BOSWORTH’S
formula predicts (at least under the
conditions chosen for the comparison) a much greater

(Born8 -

t&J

R/L

=

(13) v&m

of

6.8 X lGa.

The performance of a steady-flow reactor can be
calculated from the F-diagram provided the reaction
is first-order, or pseudo-first-order, with a veiocityconstant which does not vary from place to place
in the reactor. For instance, if an effluent containing
a radioactive element is allowed to flow through a
reservoir, the concentration of the element at the
exit can be calculated if its radioactive decay-constant
k and the F-diagram of the system are known.
Consider those elements of fluid which have ages
between 8 and (8 + de) at the exit.
A fraction
(1 - eke) of the reactant originally contained
in
these elements will have reacted during its passage
through the vessel. Hence the total fraction (1 -f)
of reactant which reacts during its passage through
the vessel is
(D
l-f=

f

(1 - &)

E(e) de.

(27)

0

F’rom equation

(8)

E (0) de = d F (0).

(28)

P. V. D~cxw~urs : Continuous flow systemn
Hence :

The solution to equation (80) with these two boundary
conditions is

03

I

(1 - e+

l-f=

dF (0)

8-O

co

= l-

s

&dF

(88)

(0).

B-0

f canbe evaluated

by graphical integration if the
R-diagram is available.

In the special case, previously discussed, of a
tubular packed vessel, the expression for F given in
equation (19) is unsuitable for use in equation (29)
because of the approximations which have been made.
Instead we set up the differential equation for a
tubulsr reactor with longitudinal diffusion 8s well 8s
flow (changes in volume are assumed not to occur, so
that the mean longitudinal velocity, U, is the Same
at all cross-sections). The equation is easily shown,
by making a balance on a section of differential length
dy, to be
dsc
udc
kc
o
-m--s.

d7 -

Ddy

D

D. dc/dy, y = 0

41

+ 4kD/un.

The value of (1 - c/c*) at the exit (Y = L) is equal
to (1 -f ), the fraction reacted. Hence

1

1-f=l4a

.

(1 +c)*exp --2~(1-~)-(1--n)~exp$(l+o)
As D +O this expression tends to

I

VW

which is the well-known solution for “ piston-flow.”
AsD+ao,wefind
’

For very

which is the solution for complete mixing.
small values of D
1 -f

M 1 - (1 + ka DL/us)

exp G

(86)

.

(87)

(81)

At the outlet (y = L)

= UCufcc+

4=

030)

wherecis the concentration of reactant at cross-section
y. The concentration of reactant in the entering
stream is c*; owing to diffusion the concentration just
v#hin the entrance of the reactor, at y = 0, is less
than c*. The following boundary condition expresses
the fact that the rate at which reactant is fed to the
reactor is equal to the rate at which it crosses plane
Y = 0 by combined flow and diffusion.
UC* = UC-

where

D. dc/dy, y = L,

fc* being the concentration of the exit stre8m. Now
if dc/dy were negative, the concentration in the exit
stream would be greater thsn that at the end of the
packing.
If dc/dy were positive the concentration
would pass through a minimum somewhere in the
reactor and then rise towards the downstream end.
Intuition suggests that neither of these situations
can arise, so that the boundary condition must be :
de
-=O,y=L.

4

10

From this it can be seen that the effect of diffusion
is to decrease the fractional conversion compared to
that for piston-flow, but that the effect will be negligible .provided ka DL/u” < 1, or [ln f ]* D/Lu a 1.
Thus for specified operating conditions it is possible
to decide, if an approximate value of D is available,
whether neglect of longitudinal diffusion will lead to
serious error in calculating the output of the reactor.
The foregoing treatment of reactors will seldom be
applicable to practical problems except as a rough
guide. In the first place, the heat of re8ction often
gives rise to temperature-gmdients, and hence pointto-point variations in the value of the reactionvelocity constant, so that the chance of a molecule
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reacting depends on its path through the reactor, as
well as its residence-time. Secondly, if the reaction
is of order other than first, the chance of a given
molecule reacting depends on the molecules which
it encounters in its passage through the reactor ; the
nature of these encounters is largely determined by
diffusional processes caused by point-to-point variations in composition in the fluid; which cannot be
deduced from the F-diagram. Second-order reactions
between imperfectly mixed fluids have been considered by the author [S]. DENBIOH
IS] has considered
second-order reactions taking place in a fluid in
laminar flow in a pipe, under conditions such that
molecular diffusion may ‘be ignored.

m

co(t) =

I

q(t

-

e}E(e)de,

(89)

8-O
where q (t - 0) is the concentration
at time (t - 8). Hence

in the inflow

CO

q(t)

--

and
[a (tp

6, {t - 8) R (e) de
1
8-O

(W

(41)

= [jai (t - 8) R(e) de]‘.
B-O

However, it is generally true that

BLENDERS
A continuous-flow blender is a mixing vessel into
which flows a stream of material of continuouslyvarying composition.
In the vessel elements of
material which have entered at different times are
mixed, so that the outflowing stream shows less
variation in composition than the input. The case
of a perfectly-mixed blender has been considered in
detail elsewhere [4], with special reference to the flow
of town gas through a gas-holder, and consequent
smoothing-out of fluctuations in the calorific value.
BENDRY [l] has considered the special case of a
perfectly-mixed blender with a feed consisting of
batches of material of finite volume.
A blender
which displays segregation will be less effective in
reducing fluctuations than one in which perfect
mixing occurs.
Suppose the concentration of some component in
the entering stream has a concentration ci which
fluctuates with time.
Its value at any time is
(5 + S,), where E is the mean value of ci which is
assumed to show no trend. A convenient measure
of magnitude of the fluctuations in ci is its standard
deviation a( :

where f(y) is any function of y.
equation (42) :
OD

Applying

0)

SSi
(1 -

[h(t)]’ = 2 j

e>

X

e=or=o
x

this to

J

~i~t-e--_p(e)R(e+~)~e~~.

Averaging this with respect to t
70" =

s,a =

2

t (44)
x E(e) qe

+ r) deh.

Now the quantity
R(r)

=

8, (t’} 6, {t’ =:

2

rj

(45)

tthe numerator being averaged with respect to t’) is
known as the autocorrelation
coefficient or serial
correlation coefficient of ci for a time-interval r. Substituting (45) in (44) we have
OD aJ

at is assumed to show no trend. The concentration
c,, z (5 $- 8,) of the outgoing stream has a standard
deviation ue. The problem is to find the ratio uoo/ui.
The rates of inflow and outflow are assumed constant
and equal to v. The concentration c,, (t) in the outflow
at ‘time t is then given by

uos/t$ = 2

ss
8-o r-o

R (T) E(e) E (e + T) de dr. (46)

R (r) may be found as a function of r from a representative record of ci vs. t in various ways which have
been discussed elsewhere (4).
(The relationship
between R (r) and T indicates whether the fluctuations
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in c, are on the whole rapid or slow, and whethel
they display any regular periodicity). Assuming thal
R (t) is known for a sufllcient range of values of r, in
order to evaluate the integral in (48) it is necessary
to know E (0) as B function of 8. The necessary
information is contained in the F-diagram of tht
system, and the following is perhaps the simples!
way of doing the calculation, _First fit some simph
function of 8 (such as a power-series) to the F-diagratr
up to a value O,, at which F (0,) is very close to 1,
Differentiate thii function with respect to 8. From
equation (8) we see that

in the system, equality
requires that

the model as
numbers

Vl
-a-

51

Va

L2

of the Reynolds

W9

where ‘vi, v, are the volumetric flow-rates and L,, LI
the linear dimensions of the model and system
respectively,
That is, in a l/10 scale model the
volumetric flow-rate must he l/10 that in the fullde
system.
If the system incorporates a rotating
stirrer, the angular velooities, 0, of the stirrers in
model and system are related by

t!!!,
UP

(L,‘IB
F-

WI/

(W

In the l/10 scale model the stirrer must rotate 100
times as fast as in the system.
If these conditions are fulfWd the flow-patterns
of the fluid will be geometrically similar in model
and system, hence both will have the same F-diagram.
Q)
BI
The simple type of model experiment described
qe)qe
++ie
RC x(e)zqe++ie
(48: here cannot be applied to systems in which the fluid
I(r) =
I
I
is of non-uniform density or viscosity owing to varia8-O
8-O
tions in temperature or composition from point to
algebraically for a number of values of r. The integral
point, or to fluidised beds.
.
aD
so that E (8) is now a known function of 8. For a
given value of 8, E (8 + r) is the value obtained by
replacing 8 by (0 + r). It will now be possible tc
evaluate the integral

UO’/Ui’ ==e

s

R(r)l(r)dr

(491
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unimportant
in determining the behaviour of the
&rid in both model and system.
In the simple case of a fluid flowing through a tank
or a Axed bed of solids, the same fluid being used in

Nope ADDEDIN PROOP
Flew in Apel~nee-IIn
and Kuwr [ll] have recently
published an account of experiments on petroleum Sowing in
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a 18%mile lowg lO-lneh dlanu&w pipe,line.
A radioactive
tracer was used to obtaiu (in effeet) C-dingrams for vnrioua
lengths of pipe. With n RQrudds Number of 20,022-tKl,ooO
the diigrams obtained were close to thcwe which would be
expe&ed if the “ diffusion ” equntion (15) were followed, L)
having a value of 1.2 sq. ft. /see. Further experimental work
on mixing in pipe-lines is referred to by the authors [12]. [18].
Flew in Pac5& BC&-&APIDUS
and AM~JNDS~N
[14],
have analysed the consequences of longitudinal mixing ln
adsorption columns. BERNHARD
and WILHELY [15] have
measured the apparent radial dllfusivlty in fluids flowing
through beds of solids. It seems likely that the longitudinal
dlffusivlty D (equation [15)) will have a different value.
ARTHURcl al. [lo] and Moa.uxs cl oL [17] have shown that
the fluid velocity differs markedly from the mean in the
neighbourhood of the wall of the column.
Ith~l70N.

under curve
ooaoentratlon
ooneentration at exit of vessel at time 0.
concentration of stream enterlng reaotor
appanmt dlffusivlty
mokmlar dlffusivlty
dlstriiution-funetlon for real&me+times 0
*
2
@dfl
sl n
i

A = men

e =
C (0) =
c+ =
D =
D,,, =
E (6) =

erf (I) =

F(g) = fraction of material in outilow which has been in
system for n time less than B
j = fraetiou of reuctant unreacted
If = hold-back (equation (14))
Z (8) = distribution-funrtion for “ages,” 8, of material ir
system
k = Rrst-order reaction-velocity constant
I, = length of tube or reactor
n = parameter in equation (26)
Q = quantity of tracer material in,iected
R = radius of pipe
R (1) = serial eorrelatio&oei3eient
of cc for time-interval I
7 = radial dlstanee from tube-axis ; or time-interval
Z& = Reynolds number
S = segregation (Figs. 4, 5, 2)
1 = time
u = velocity of flow
Ti = mean velocity of flow in open pipe
Y = volume of vessel
0 = vohlmetrle ilow-rate
a = dlstanoe referred to eoordlnates moving with vele
city u
y = dlstanee referred to stationary coordinates
II= deilned by equation (20)
parameter in equation (26)
i 9 parameter In equatlon (26)
a,, 5, = instantaneous deviations of c{, co from c
8 = time-interval, residence-time or “age”
@i*so = standanl deviations of ~4, co from E
(U= angular velocity

